
HANKEL MULTIPLIER TRANSFORMATIONS AND
WEIGHTED ^-NORMS(1)

BY

DOUGLAS L. GUYC)

Introduction. Let L1(— oo, oo) denote the Banach space of all real valued

measurable functions/on (— co, co) such that

ii/ii^ (2x)-"2 r i/(*)i</x< oo.
J —a,

Functions equal almost everywhere are identified. It is well known that if

multiplication is given by the convolution

(1) [f*g](x) = (2,r)-i/2 f   f(x - u)g(u)du,
J -co

then Z,1 is a Banach algebra. Writing

(2) f(y) = (2w)-112 f  f(x)e^dx
J —jo

for the Fourier transform of/(x), we have the familiar formula

(3) U*gV(y)=r(y)g*(y)
by Fubini's theorem.

Consider a transformation T ol functions on (— », oo) to functions on

(— oo , co) such that

(4) P[f*g] = P[f]*g=f*P[gl

In order to characterize such a transformation we apply  (3)  and obtain

P[fYi~ =f~P[gV• It follows that there is a function d> such that

(5) T[fY(y) = <b(y)r(y).

If, on the other hand, (5) holds, then the transforms of the members of
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(4) are each equal to <pf g~. Since the Fourier transformation is one-one, (4)

follows.

The inverse of the Fourier transformation is given by the formula

/(*) = (27T-)-1'2 f   r(y)e-<*»dy,
J  -00

it being necessary in general to interpret this integral by means of a sum-

mability process. With this in mind we write (5) in the form

(6) Tf(x) = (27T-)-1'2 f   <j>(y)r(y)e-^dy.
J —to

The transformation   P is called  the Fourier multiplier transformation

given by <p. Examples are furnished by the Riesz conjugate

1    r"»
f~(x) = — I    f(u)(x — u)~xdu,

w J -„

the partial Fourier integral

Sa\f(x)] = (2r)^'2 Vt(y)e-~Hy,
J -a

the translate

Ta[f(x)] =f(x + a),

and the derivative

f'(x) = df/dx

of /. These are given under suitable conditions by the functions i sgn y, the

characteristic function of the interval [ — a, a], e~iay, and — iy respectively.

A similar type of transformation may be defined using Fourier series in-

stead of Fourier integrals. Suppose that {tn} is a given sequence of complex

numbers and that a function/defined on [ — 7r,7r] has Fourier coefficients an.

We write

00

fix) <~ 22 aneinx
-—zc

and say that 7/(x) is the Fourier series multiplier transformation given by

M if
co

Tf(x) ~ 22 tnaneinx.
—00

J. Marcinkiewicz has proved the following important result [1939]:
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Theorem. If fELp( — ir, ir), Kp< oo, and if

(a) | tn | ^ C, - oo < n < oo,

and

±2n+l

(b) Z   I tk - 4-i |   ^ C, 0 < re < oo,
±2"+l

\\Tf\\P£ A(p)\\f\\.

This was generalized by I. I. Hirschman, Jr. [1955a, pp. 29-51 and p. 60]

who replaced Lp(—ir, tr) by the space La-P( — w, ir) of all/ such that

These theorems were proved on the basis of some rather involved results

of J. W. Littlewood and R. E. A. C. Paley [1937] as well as A. Zygmund

[1938; 1945]. In the special case p = 2, however, Hirschman obtained a proof

which avoids these [1955a, pp. 51-60]. This proof is in addition applicable

to certain orthogonal series other than Fourier series. Using this method

Hirschman [1955b] obtained the result corresponding to Marcinkiewicz

theorem for Legendre series multiplier transformations and weighted quad-

ratic norms. In another paper Hirschman together with R. Askey [1959]

extended this result to ultraspherical polynomials. Hirschman [1956b] has

simplified this proof.

In the more difficult case p9±2 less is known. However important results

have been obtained by H. Pollard [1947; 1948], and [1949] for ultraspherical

polynomials and by Hirschman [1957] for Jacobi polynomials. G. M. Wing

has considered the case of Fourier-Bessel series [1950] and of Hankel trans-

forms [1951]. Since the latter paper is of special interest to us, we consider

its contents in a little more detail.

If /6£1(0, °°) and if v^ -1/2, we write

(7) F,(y) =   f  f(x)J,(xy)(xyy2dx
J o

for the Hankel transform of/ of order v. If fELp(0, oo), l<p±S2 and 1/q

= 1 — 1/p, then £„ is given as the limit in the mean of order q of partial

integrals of (7). Writing

(8) Sa[f(x)] =  faFf(y)Jv(xy)(xyyi2dy
J o

for the partial Hankel integral of /, Wing proved that
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\\s.U]\\, = 11/11,
and that Sa[f] converges in the mean of order p to/. Our main result here,

the analogue of Marcinkiewicz theorem for Hankel multiplier transforma-

tions and weighted p-norms, includes this result of Wing.

We find it convenient to modify the definition (7) of the Hankel trans-

form. We set

(9) dm,(x) = [2'~1'2(v + l/2)]~1x2'dx

where p^O. We write 77j(0, co) for the Banach space of all real valued meas-

urable functions / such that

(10) 11/11!=  f'\f(x)\dm,ix) < oo.

We next set

(11) V,ix) = 2'-1'2(, + l/2)P_i/2(x)x1/2-'

and call

/l   X fix)V,ixy)dm,ix)
o

the (modified) Hankel transform. Using (7) and (11) we see that/" is merely

y~" times the ordinary Hankel transform of x/(x) of order v —1/2.

We may introduce an operation of multiplication into H\ in such a way

that a Banach algebra results. Let x, y, and z be non-negative real numbers

and set A(x, y, z) be the area of the triangle with sides x, y, and z if such a

triangle exists and let it be zero if not. Then set

2^/2r(»+l/2)2A(x,y,2)2'-2
(13) DJx, y, z) = - •

Y(l/2)Y(v)(xyz)2'-1

As we shall show in Lemma 2A below

/,  00

V,(xt)D,(x, y, z)dm,(x) = V,(yt)V,(zt)■
o

The convolution of two functions/ and g in 77j is defined by the formula

(15) [/*«](*) =  f     [   /(?)<(«)% Jy *)dm,(y)dm,iz).
•/ o   J o

Using (14) and Fubini's theorem, the relation

(i6) [/*«]" =rr
follows easily.
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Since the transforms of / * (g * h) and (f * g) * h are each equal to / g h

and since the modified Hankel transform is one-one, it follows that convolu-

tion is an associative operation. That it is commutative is immediate from

(15) and Fubini's theorem. We next note that F,(0) = 1 and thus setting

/ = 0 in (14) we have

(17) D,(x, y, z)dm,(x) = 1
J o

for all y and z. By Fubini's theorem we obtain

/>   00      *%  00      r% 00I      I     I f(y)g(z) I D,(x, y, z)dm,(y)dm,(z)dm,(x)
o   Jo   J 0

=  I     I f(y) | dmv(y) J     | g(z) \ dm,(z) J     £,(x, y, z)dm,(x)
J o J 0 •'0

We may now conclude that H\ is a commutative Banach algebra.

If we consider a transformation T of functions on (0, oo) into functions

on (0, oo) such that

T[f*g] = T[f]*~f*T[g],

it follows as in the case of Fourier Transforms that there is a function c/> such

that

P[fV(y) = 4>(y)r(y)
and conversely. We call £ the Hankel multiplier transformation given by <j>.

The construction above is based on results due to J. Delsarte [1938]. It

may be of interest to summarize these here. We make no attempt at complete

rigor.

Let Lx be a linear operator on a set A of functions. Suppose that Lx has a

continuous spectrum 5 in the complex plane and that for each aES the

corresponding eigenfunction is ja. Let these functions be normalized so that

ja(0) = 1 for each a.

We next suppose that there is a sequence {</>„} of functions in A such that

for each a in S we have

(19) ja(x)   =   £  «"0n(x).
0

Under these assumptions the generalized translation operator Ty is given by

the formula

(20) Ty[f(x)] = £ <t>n(y)Lx[f].
0
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Delsarte observed that Tv\f(x)] is characterized as the solution P(x, y) of

the equation

(21) LX[F(-, y)} = Ly[F(x, ■)],        F(x, 0) = f(x).

He also noted that

(22) Tv[ja(x)]=ja(x)ja(y).

For the first example let

Lx[f] =f'(x).

Then 5 is the whole complex plane, ja(x) =eax, and <pn(x) =xn/n\. Moreover

equation (21) now reads

F*ix, y) = Fyix, y),       Fix, 0)= fix).

Taking Fourier transforms of both sides, we obtain

-UF*it,y) = Fy it, y),       F~(t, 0) =/*(*).

This ordinary equation has the solution

F*it,y) =rit)e-i'«.

Taking the inverse Fourier transform, we conclude that

Tv[fix)] =/(x + y).

Thus Ty is the ordinary translation operator and formula (20) is Taylor's

formula. Equation (22) is the familiar relation ea(-x+v) =eaxeav.

For the second example let

Lx[f] = fix) +— fix),
x

By standard formulas from the theory of Bessel functions, Sneddon [1951,

pp. 511-512], we see that

7z[F„(ax)] = — a2Vviax).

It follows that

ja(x) = V„iiall2x).

Moreover, equation (21) now reads

2v 2v
FXxix, y) + — Fxix, y) = Fra(x, y) + — F„(x, y),       Fix, 0) = fix).

x y

Taking modified Hankel transforms, we have
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-t2F~ (t, y) = Fly(t, y) + — F"v (t, y),       £* (t, 0) - /- (/)
y

by a known formula for the Hankel transform of £,[£], Sneddon  [1951,

p. 61]. This modified Bessel equation has the solution

F~(t,y) =T(t)V,(ty).

Taking transforms again, we conclude that

F(x, y) = Tv[f(x)]

V,(ty)V,(tx)dmr(t) j    f(z)Vy(zt)dm,(z)
o Jo

f(z)D,(x, y, z)dmv(z)
o

using (14) and inversion of the order of integration(3). The formula (15) for

the convolution now reads

[f*g](x)=  fXT,[f(x)]g(y)dmr(y).
J o

This corresponds to formula (1) for the ordinary convolution.

We now see a rather detailed analogy between Hi and L1. That this anal-

ogy goes even deeper is shown by the following easily established result:

Theorem. If v^O, then H\(0, oo) is a regular commutative semi-simple

Banach algebra and the space of closed maximal ideals is isomorphic to the set

[0, oo ] endowed with the usual topology.

The ultraspherical polynomials also given rise to Banach algebras. See

I. I. Hirschman [1956b]. In this connection see also B. M. Levitan [1949] and

S. Bochner [1954].

In Part I below we shall be concerned with Hankel multiplier transforma-

tions defined on the Banach space H°'2(0, oo) of all real valued measurable

functions/such that

(23) 11/11-.. = [J"/(*)2*ia^w]      < »•

Using the direct method of Hirschman we prove the analogue of Marcin-

kiewicz theorem for Hankel multiplier transformations.

In Part II the same result is proved for weighted p-norms. The method

entails proving first the corresponding result for Fourier multiplier trans-

(3) Delsarte gives the solution without using transforms. His solution may be converted to

ours by an easy change of variables.
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formations. The following lemma, which may be of some interest in itself,

is then employed to carry this result over to Hankel multiplier transforma-

tions:

Lemma. If JoS~llv~a\gis) \ ds < oo and g has ordinary Hankel transforms G,

and Gy. lying in Pa-P(0, co), l<p<oo, -l/p<a<l-l/p, v, u> -1/2, then

||c7„||„,j,/||G^||a,p lies between positive constants.

Part I. Weighted quadratic norms

1. Preliminary results. We begin by proving some general results about

the spaces 77"'2(0, co) and Pa'2(0, co). We note that/is in the former if and

only if/(x)x" is in the latter. If lim,,,*, ||/o—/||a,» = 0l we say that /„ converges

to/ in Pa-2 or 77"'2 and write

(1) l.i.m.".2/„=/.

Writing 772 for TT?'2, we note that if/GTT2, then x"/(x)GP2. The ordinary

Hankel transform P,_i/2 of order v —1/2 of this latter function is given as a

limit in the mean of order two of partial integrals

(2) F„_1/2(y, a) =  \    x'/(x)7,_1/2(xy)(xy)1'2cfx.
J o

Setting/A(y)=y-'P,_i/2(y), we see from formulas (9), (11), (12) and (23) of

the introduction that /* (y) is the limit in Hi of partial integrals

(3) tiy,a)=  j   fix)V,ixy)dm,ix).
J 0

It is now evident that each of the following results is an immediate conse-

quence of the corresponding result for ordinary Hankel transforms in P2,

Titchmarsh [1922, p. 473]:

Theorem IA. IffEHfiO, oo), v^O, then the imodified) Hankel transform

f" of f of order v exists as a limit in 772 of partial integrals (3) as a—> oo . More-

over the following hold:

(a) Parseval's theorem,

llrll. = ll/lk
(b) the inversion formula

[rv=/,
(c) the uniqueness theorem,

iff" iy) = 0 for all y, then fix) = 0 a.e.,

and if g is also in Hi,
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(d) Plancherel's theorem,

I    f(x)g(x)dm,(x) =   I    r(y)g~(y)dmf(y).
Jo Jo

In case a9^2, such powerful results ard not obtainable. However we prove

the following:

Theorem IB. If fEHf2(0, 00), 0:ga<l/2, v^O, and B=-a, then the

(modified) Hankel transform /" (y) exists as a limit in £f'2(0, 00) of partial

integrals

(4) jH(y) = J" f(x)V,(xy)dm,(x)

as a—► 00. In addition we have

(5) ll/i,,, ^ A(a, v)\\f\\a,i.

This is a consequence of a more general result.

Theorem IB'. Suppose that k(x, y) is bounded for x, y=g0 and that a

bounded transformation of £2(0, 00) into itself is given by

/(x) ->F(y) = l.i.m.2   f /(*)*(*, y)dx.
a—* 00      Jo

Then for every /6£a,2(0,  00), 0^a<l/2, a function F exists as a limit in

Z/'2(0, 00), B = —a, of partial integrals

/% a,

P"(y) —  I     f(x)k(xy)dx

as a—+ 00. In addition we have

\\F\\a,i g A(a, k)\\f\\a,i.

It can be shown that this result is in turn a consequence of a theorem of

R. E. A. C. Paley [1931]. However, it is just as easy to prove it directly.

This latter proof, which we now give, is based on ideas of Paley [1931 ] and

Hirschman [1956a]. We use A(a, ■••) to denote a constant depending on

a, ■ • ■ , and not necessarily having the same value at every occurrence.

Proof. The case a = 0 is trivial. Since A(a, k) is logarithmically convex as

a function a(4), it is enough to prove the theorem for the range 1/4 <a < 1/2.

We first establish two inequalities. Let

- 2»+1

(6) Kn(y) = I       f(x)k(x, y)dx, — 00 < re < 00
J 2n

and

(*) See Hirschman [1956a].
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/, 2"+l fix)2x2"dx, -co < n < co.
2"

By the boundedness of k and the Schwarz inequality we have

/2n+l

I /(*) | dx

(8) r /.2n+i "ii/2r c 2"+1        ~l1/2

S A     I       fix)2x2*dx\ I        X-2adx

S AWn2"i2-a\

Since we have a bounded transformation of P2 into itself, it follows that

_ nil +1 — -I/O

iip.iM^rr fix)2dx\

(9) r -|«'*r   /.2"+1 -|l/2

S A       l.u.b.    x-2« j        fix)2x2Hx

= AWn2-an.

Now suppose that a>0 and set

/».» =([   + f   )\ Kniy)Kmiy) \ y-2«dy = l'n,m + l",m.

Then, supposing for the moment that nSm, we have by (8)

In.mS l.u.b.  \Kniy)\  l.u.b.  |P„(y)|   f'y-2ady
0<y<a 0<v<a Jo

< AW W 2~an+n,2~am+ml2a1~2a

and by (9) as well

r  /• m n1/2r /* °° ~11/2
7",m ^ l.u.b.   | Kniy) | Pm(y)2ciy y~4"^y

o<l/<to L J a J        L v a

:g AWnWm2-"n+nl2-amalt2-2a.

Setting a = 2~m, we obtain

In.m   S   AWnWm2-^2-^m—>.

Now let

J,2M+i U
fix)k(x, y)dx = 22 Kniy),      M = 1, 2, • • ■ .

2_Af -M

Then, using the estimate
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2 | ab | g a2 + b2,

we obtain

M

||£jf||0,2 ^        Z      Pj>,m
n ,m=.—M

M

g A     Z    WnWm2-<-1'2-a^m-^
n ,m=—M

*A   Z   IFn2   Z   2-(1/2-,"n-nl

n=—ilf m=—M

M

^AY,wl^ A\\f\\l,2.
n=-M

Since the last term is independent of M, we are done.

The kernel £_i/2(xy)(xy)1/2 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem IB'; that

is, we have the result for the ordinary Hankel transform. By the relation of

the modified Hankel transform to this, we have Theorem IB.

By standard methods, A. Zygmund [1935, pp. 208-211], Theorem IB'

may be somewhat strengthened.

Theorem IC. If, under the hypotheses of Pheorem IB', £* is a nonincreas-

ing function equimea sur able with F, then

\\F*\\b.i ^ A(a, k)\\f\\a,2.

As an easy consequence we also have the following:

Corollary ID. If fEH?'2(0, °o),0<a<l/2, "^0, and if 0<a< oo, then

f'r(y)\a - y)~iadmr(y) ̂ A(a, ,)||/||I,2
J 0

and

/» oo

r(y)\y - a)~2"dm,(y) Z A(a, v)\\f\\l,2.
a

2. The basic norm relation. In this section we derive the key result used

in the proof of the main theorem. More explicitly, we find a function .!>„(x, y)

such that for each/ in H"'2, 0<a< 1/2, the basic norm relation

\\f\\l,i = ~C f Vw -r(*)fsa(x, y)dmr(y)dmv(z)
2 J o   Jo

holds.

We recall formula (13) from the introduction and prove the following:
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Lemma 2A. If v>0 and x, y, z, t^O, then

/,  CO

Vr(zt)Dy(x,y,z)dmv(z) = V,(xt)V,(yt).
o

Proof. By Watson [1944, p. 411 ]

f" 2"-1A(x, y, z)2"-1
I    JPixt)JPiyt)JPizt)t1-'>dt =-

Jo T(p + l/2)Y(l/2)(xyzY

when p > — 1/2. Setting p = v — 1/2 and multiplying both sides by

22"-I(xyz)I/2--F(i' + l/2)2, we have

[Vr(xt)VA/yt)Y(z) = D,ix,y,z).

An application of MacRobert's version of the Hankel inversion formula for

analytic functions, I. N. Sneddon [1951, p. 53], completes the proof.

Suppose now that 4> is a non-negative measurable function such that the

integral

(2) six) = j    [1 - V,ixt)]4>(i)dt

is finite for all x^O. Since [ F,(x/)| ;g>l, s(x)^0. However, it does not follow

that (pEL1, because F,(0) = 1. Nevertheless, when (pEL1, six) is bounded

and 5(0) =0. In any case, s(x)—>0 as x—>0 by the dominated convergence theo-

rem. We set

/> oo
4>it)DA[t,y,z)dl.

o

Since Dv(t, y, z)^0, S(y, z)^0.

Lemma 2B. 7/ci>, s, and S are defined as above and iffEHl, v>0, then

f   f(x)2s(x)dmr(x) = — f     [   [/'iy) - f(z)]2S(y, z)dmt(y)dmr(z).
Jo 2 J o   J a

Proof. We first suppose that

/,»
4>(t)dt < co

o

and

(b) fEHln Hi.
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Then we obtain for the double integral I on the right side above

/ = — f     f f"(y)2S(y, z)dm,(y)dm,(z)
2 J o   Jo

+ — f     f f~(z)2S(y, z)dm,(y)dm,(z)
2 J o   Jo

(4)
y»   00        y» 00

I   r(y)r(*)S(y,z)dm,(y)dm,(z)
Jo   Jo

= I1 + I1 + h.

We shall show presently that the last three integrals are finite. We have

Ii = — I   f"(y)2dm,(y) j    S(y, z)cfo»,(z)
2 J 0 Jo

1 .»00 /»00 /»00

= —■ j   f"(y)2dmy(y) I    cfo»,(z) =   J    d>(u)Dv(u, y, z)du
2 J0 Jo "0

1 /»00 /• °° /»00

= —■ I    /'(y)2dmv(y)  j    <p(u)du I     Dv(u,y,z)dm,(z).
2 J 0 Jo Jo

Setting < = 0 in Lemma 2A we have

/£,(«, y, z)dm,(z) = 1
0

for all u and y. Thus D,EHl as a function of z. It follows that 5(y, 2) 6£j as a

function of z. Moreover we now have

(5) 11 = — p rr(y)2dm,(y) = — p f  f(x)2dm,(x)
2      J 0 2      J 0

by Parseval's theorem. Similarly we obtain

(6) Ii = -p (°°f(x)2dm,(x).
2      Jo

Using the estimate 2|a&| ^a2+b2, we see that £ converges absolutely in

view of (5) and (6). Thus we may appl)' Fubini's theorem to £, obtaining

/.= - f r(y)dm,(y) f r(z)S(y,z)dmv(z)
Jo Jo

(7)

f"(y)dmv(y) I    S(y, z)dm,(z) I   f(x)V,(zx)dm,(x).
0 Jo Jo

Since fEHl, SEHl as a function of 2, and F, is bounded, we have
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/l  00 p,  00S(y, z)dmv(z)  j    f(x)Vv(zx)dmv(x)
o J o

/,  CO .,  CO

f(x)dm,(x) I    5(y, z)V,(zx)dm,(z)
0 J 0

/I  CO /*  °° /» COf(x)dmv(x)  I     F„(zx)£fe»,(z)  I     Pv(m, y, z)d>(u)du.
o «/ o «/ o

Since (pEL1, D,EH\ as a function of z, and F, is bounded, we have by

Fubini's theorem and Lemma 2A

/.CO y»   CO

V,(zx)dml(z) |    4>(u)Dv(u, y, z)du
o «/ o

/,   CO /*   °°4>(u)du I     P,(w, y, z)F„(zx)<z*777„(z)
o ■/ o

= F,(yx)[p- *(*)].

Inserting this in (8) and the result in (7), we see that

/» QO /« oo

f(y)dmv(y)  I   /(x)[s(x) - p]F„(xy)c7777„(x)
0 «^ 0

(9) = f V (y) [/(*) [*(*) - #]] ^ (y)*»,(y)
•^ 0

/>  CO

/(x)2[s(x) — p]dmvix).
o

Combining (4), (5), (6), and (9), we have the theorem under the restrictions

(a) and (b).

We next suppose that/ is any function in Hi and remove restriction (b).

By (a), six) is bounded and thus

/» oo

(10) j    fix)2six)dmvix) < co.
Jo

We set/0(x) equal to/(x) if xG [a-1, a] and equal to zero otherwise. Then

fa —»/* in Hi. Thus there is an increasing sequence {an} such that an—>oo

and/(Jn(y)—>/"(y) pointwise as 77—>cc. Since /0„£77jP\772, we have

f fanix)2six)dm,ix) =-[     [ [fZiy) - /a»]2S(y, z)dtn,(y)dtn,iz).
Jo 2 J 0    J 0

We now have, by Fatou's lemma,
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/,  OO 1 /*   OO       f%  OO

f(x)2s(x)dmv(x) ^ — I       I     [£(y) -r(z)]2S(>>, *)d«,(y)Ai*,(z).
o 2 J o   J o

In order to prove the reverse inequality we write

fa(y) -/;« = [(/^(y) -rm - (/:(«) -rw)] + [too -roo].
Using the estimate

(a - 6)2 S (1 + e"V + (1 + cra)62,

we see that

U:(y) -r(z)]2 ss a +«-)[(/.*(y) -rw) - (/:« -r«)]

Therefore we have

- (1 + e-) f    f   [r (y) - r (z)]2S(y, z)dm,(y)dm,(z)
2 J o   J o

^~f     f   if a' (y) - /; (z)]2S(y, z)dm„(y)dm,(z)
d2)     2y Jo

- v (1 + e°) r f[(f:(y) -r(y)) - (ff(z) - r(z))]2
2. J o   J o

•S(y, z)dm,(y)dmv(z).

Since faEHlC\Hl,

"T I      I    [/"W -ff(z)]2S(y,z)dmt(y)dm,(z) =   I   /;(x)2s(x)ciOT,,(x).
Z J o   J o Jo

By (11) we also have

- f     f   [(/-T OO - /- (y)) - (/; (z) - r (2))]2S(y, z)dmv(y)dmv(z)

/l oo

|/.(*)-/(*)]**(*)*»»(*).

a

Combining the last three expressions and letting a—» oo , we obtain

— (l + e-°) f     f   [f*(y) -r(z)]2S(y,z)dmr(y)dm,(z) *z  f f(x)2s(x)dm„(x).
2 J o   J o Jo

Next letting a—> oo, we conclude that

~ f     f   [r(y) - r(z)]2S(y,z)dm,(y)dm,(z) £  f f(x)2s(x)dm,(x).
2. J o   J o Jo
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The removal of the restriction (a) is all that remains. Suppose that

fo<p(t)dt = oo. It follows that there is a nondecreasing sequence of non-negative

functions <pn in P1 such that <pn(t)—*p(t) a.e. With evident notations

/.  00 1 /»   CO       /\ 00

fix)2snix)dmrix) = — I [riy)-riz)]2Snix,y)dmviy)dm„iz).
o 2 J o   J o

By (2) and (3) we see that {sn} and {Sn} are nondecreasing which converge

to 5 and .S respectively. Thus we may obtain the desired result by letting

77—>co in (13).

Theorem 2C. IffEH"/, 0<a<l/2,v>0, then

H/ll-.i = — f     f V(y) -r (2)]25„(y> Z)d»F(y)d»,(8)
2 J o   Jo

where

Saiy, z)= f  r^-DAf, y, z)dt j j  rl-2«[l - v,ii)]dt.

Proof. Let c=f0*tr1-ta[l-Vrit)]dt. Since 1- V,it) = 0it2) as i->0, c is fi-

nite. It is also positive. Setting (pit) =c~1t~1~2a in Lemma 2B, we see that

/»  CO

rl-2a[l   _   V,ixt)]dl
0

/. co
x2«M-i-2a[1 _ v„iu)]du = x2a.

o

The theorem is now proved for all/<E772P\77"'2.

Suppose next that/ is any function in 77"'2 and let/0 be defined as in the

proof of Lemma 2B. Since/aG7P;P\P"'2, we have

||/.||!.i = — f     f   [fa iy) - n i^Soh, z)dm,(y)dmy(z).
2 J o   Jo

Because /„->/ in Ha/, fa-*f in P„-°'2 by Theorem IB. It follows that there

is a nondecreasing sequence ja„j such that fa—>/ pointwise a.e. The steps

of the last half of the proof of Lemma 2B may now be repeated to complete

the proof of this theorem.

Corollary 2D. If' f and g are in 77"'2, 0<a<l/2, i->0, then

/»  CO

fix) gix) x2adm,ix)
o

= — f     f   lT(y) ~ r CO] IT (y) - r i*)]Sa(y, z)dm,(y)dm.(z).
2 J o   Jo
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3. The main theorem. We say that a transformation £ of H"'2 into itself

is the Hankel multiplier transformation given by a function <j> if

(1) P[fY(y) = *(y)r(y)      a.e.

for every/in the dense subspace Hfr^H"'2. In this section we find a condition

on d> sufficient to assure that £ is a bounded transformation.

We note that if <p is bounded and fEHlf\H?2, then d>f EH2. It we set

£/= [<£/"]", we have (1) by the inversion formula. If in addition we prove

that T is bounded on £?fW"'2, then, by a well known theorem, £ has a

unique extension to a bounded linear transformation on H"'2. See Theorem

3E below. We first prove some lemmas.

Lemma 3A. If 0<a<l/2 and v>0, then we have

(2) Sa(y, z) j£ A(a, v) \ y - z \-l~2a(y + z)~2"

for all y and z^O.

Proof. By Theorem 3C we have by the definition of D,

Sa(y, z) = A(p)(yzy-2a f      r2"-2'A(y, z, t)2'-2dt.

J \v-*\

By Hero's formula

4A(y, z, t) = [(y + z + t)(y + z - t)(y - z + t)(z -y + Z)]1'2

and therefore we may write Sa(y, z) in the form

[(y + z + l)(y + z - t)(y - z + t)(z - y + t)]'-H~2a-2'dt.

,v-'\

We next consider two cases according as y>z or z>y. By symmetry we

need consider only one of these. Of course the case y = z is trivial. Let us sup-

pose then that y>z.

If in addition z<y<3z/2, we make the change of variable t = y+z — 2s

and write

/.  2/2 [(y + z- s)(y - s)(z- s)s]'-x(y + z - 2s)-2^2'ds
0

/» Iz—y [(y + z- s)(y - s)(z- s)s]*-1(y + z - 2s)~2a~2'ds

z/l

+ A(yzY~2' J       [(y + z - s)(y - s)(z - s)s]'-\y + z - 2s)-2a~2"ds
J 1z—\l

= A[h + /, + /,].
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Let us write w = v it w/v is bounded between positive constants. Considering

the integrand in 7i, where 0:§5^z/2, we have

(a) iy + z - 2s) ^ y, (b) (y + z - s) £* y

(c) (z - s) ^ y       and      (d) (y - s) ^ y.

It follows that

/. z/2 j»-l<fc = ^;y-,-2a-22i-,

0

S A(y - z)"1-2^"2" ^ A(y - z)-1-2«(y + z)"2'

since y — zSy, y=z, and y> (l/2)(y+z).

Considering the integrand of 72, where z/2SsS2z — y, we have

(a) (z-s)9*(y-s), (b) (y + z - 2s) ^ (y - s),

(c) (y + z - s) ^ y and (d) s^y.

It follows that

/2s—y iy - s)-2~2ads = Ayh^'iy - z)-1'2"

j/2

S Aiy - z)"1"2^-2" S Aiy - z)-1"2«(y + z)~2>.

Considering the integrand of 73, where 2z — ySsSz, we see that

(a) (y - s) 2£ (y - z), (b) (y + z - 2s) ^ (y - z),

(c) (y + z - 5) ^ y, and (d) 5 ^ y.

Therefore we obtain

7, :g ^y-V-2"^ - z)"1-2"-" f     (z - j)'"1***
•^   22— 1/

g 4(y - z)-1"2^-2" S Aiy- z)-1-2«(y + z)-2".

Combining these results, we have the inequality under the assumption that

z<y<3z/2.
We next suppose that y^3z/2. We then obtain

(a) iy + z - 2s) S y,

(b) iy + z-s)g*y,    and

(c) (y - s) S y.

Using these relations together with the inequality y^3(y+z)/5, we conclude

that
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h S 4y-i-2«-2'Zi-2'  f   (z - sy-h'-1
J o

S Aiy - z)-1-2^-2' f  (1 - ty-H^dl
J o

S Aiy - z)-1-2°(y + z)-2'.

Lemma 3B. If fEH?2, 0<a<l/2, v>0, and

SaAfix)] =  f f~(y)V,(xy)dm,iy),        0 S a < b < »,
J a

then

|K„[/]||«,2 S Aia, V)\\f\\a,2.

Proof. Let J= [a, b] and 7' be the complement of 7 in [0, oo). By Theo-

rem 2C we have

||50,0|/]||I.2 = - j J [fiy) -riz)]2Saiy, z)dm,iy)dmt(z)

+ — I     I riy)2S*iy, z)dm,iy)dm,iz)
2 J j< J j

+ — I    I  f*(z)2Sa(y, z)dm,(y)dm„(z)
2 J j J j'

= 7i + 72 + 73.

Using Theorem 2C again we obtain

7i S — f    f   [p(y) -r(2)]2^(y, z)^(y)^(z) = ||/||*,,.
2 J o   Jo

By Lemma 3A and Corollary ID we also obtain

IzS A f/-(z)2dm,(z) f  \y - zl^^y

= A ff'(z)2(b - z)-2adm,(z) + A  ff~(z)2(z - a)~2admv(z)

= A\\ft,2.

Using Fubini's theorem and symmetry 72 = 73. This completes the proof.

For77 = 0,±l, + 2, ■ ■ ■ ,letussetbn = 3-2n-2,rn = 2n-1,a-n=[bn — rn,bn+rn],

Pn (y) = 1 - (y - bn) 2rf2, and
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£»(x) =  f Pn(y)r(y)Vr(xy)dmr(y).
J °n

Lemma 3C. If fEHf, 0<a<l/2, »'>0, then

ll\\En\i,ilk A(a,v)\\ft.i.
—00

Proof. By Theorem 2C we have

||£n||I,2 = — f    f W(y)r(y) - Pn(z)r(z)]2Sa(y,z)dm,(y)dm,(z)
2    J (TnJ Cn

+ —I       I   Pn(y)2f" (y)2Sa(y, z)dm,(y)dm,(z)
2 J „'n J „n

+ — I     I     pn(z)2r(z)2Sa(y,z)dm,(y)dm,(z)
2   J <r„J «\

=   Il.n + Il.n + li.n-

By Lemma 3A we obtain

f   Sa(y, z)dm,(y) g A j    \ y - z \-l~2ady

= A(z - bn + rf)~2a + A(rn + bn- z)~2".

For any re and any z6<r„ the following are easy to establish:

<r„(s)2 g 4(rn - bn + z)2rn~2,        an(z)2 ^ 4(rn + bn - z)2r„"2,

(rn + bn- z)2~2« g ^s2-2",        (rn - bn + z)2'2" g Az2'2",

and

r„"2 < ^lz-2.

Therefore we have

f   p„(z)25«(y, z)dm,(y) g Az~2".
J °'n

Noting that no point is in more than three of the sets a„ and using Theorem

IB, we obtain

Z£.n^Z f r(z)2z-2admr(z)

(4) - -J7"
^a( r(z)Y2"dm,(z) < A\\f\\l,2.

J o
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A similar inequality may be obtained for the sum of 72,„.

We next consider 7i,n. Since pn(y) S1 when yEcrn, we see that

7i.» S  f   f [TOO -r(z)]2Sa(y,z)dmr(y)dm,(z)
J «n J «n

+  I     I   /'(2)2[pn(y) - Pn(z)]2Sa(y, z)dm,(y)dm,(z)
J '» J "n

—  Il.n + 7i,n.

Using Theorem 2C, we have

Z Ii.n ̂   f " f V (?) -tiz)YS«iy, z)dm,iy)dm,iz)
(5) _oo J o   J o

= 211/Hl,
By the definition of <r„, we see that for y and z in an

Wiy) - P»(z)]2 = iy- z)\y + z - 2bf)2rn-i

S Aiy- z)2rn2.

Using the inequalities (3) we obtain for the inner integral of I'/„

I   [Pniy) - Pniz)]2Saiy, z)dm,iy)

S Arz2 \   \y - z\x-2ady
J o-„

S Arz2ibn + rn- z)2~2a + Arn\rn - 4. + z)2~2a

S Az~2a.

We may now conclude by Theorem IB that

+00 +CO      f\

22 I'L SA22)   riz)V2adm,iz) S A\\f\\l,2.
—oo —oo *^ *B

Lemma 3D. If 2n~1SznS2n,  -oo<«<co, and fix)EH?2, 0<a<l/2,

v>0, then

22 f    r(*)'\ zn - z\~2adm,iz) S A(a, V)\\f\\l,2.
-co J 2"-1

Proof. We note that if 2B-1gz^2B, then p„(z) ^3/4. Thus we have
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/. 2" .,2"

r (z)21 zn - z \-2«dmr(z) ^ A Pn(z)2 \ zn - z \-2°dm,(z)
J 2"""1 J 2n_1

/»  00

£;(z)2|z„-z|-2aciOT,(2)

0

^   A\Pn\\l,1

by Corollary ID. Application of Lemma 3C completes the proof.

Theorem 3E. If f(x)EHa/(0,™), -l/2<a<l/2, v>0, and if d>(y) has
the properties

(a) U(y)|   SC, OfSy g =o,

areci

r2" i       ,
(b) I       I d<p(y) |=gC, -co<w<oo,

J 2n-l

then the Hankel multiplier transformation  T associated with <p(y) exists on

H?2(0, oo) and

\\TfWa.iS A(a,v)C\\f\\a,i.

Proof. The result is trivial for a = 0. Next suppose that 0<a<l/2 and

that/6£"'2£^£2. Let An(x) be the Hankel multiplier transform of/associ-

ated with a function equal to 4>(y) on [2n_1, 2n] and zero elsewhere for

— oo<w<oo. Also let FN(x) be the sum of A„(x) from —N to N, N

= 1,2, • • • . We first show that independently of N

(a) ||F*||«,2 g AC\\f\\a,i.

To simplify writing we omit the subscripts a, 2, and v. Since

+N    n oo +N /» oo

||^V||2=Z|    An(x)2x2«dm(x) +        Z I    An(x)Am(x)x2"dm(x),
—N J 0 n,m=—N;n^m  J 0

the inequality (a) is implied by the inequalities

+N

(b) Z||A„||2^C2||/||2,
-N

and

(c) Z        I   f"&n(x)Am(x)x2"dm(x)   <, AC2\\f\\2.

To prove (b) we suppose zGf/,, and set
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S.Wf» = S2-"-i.,[Fn(x)] =   f '    Pn(y)r(y)V(xy)dm(y).

By Lemma 3B we have

l$1| S A\\En\\.

Setting (pn(z) =<p(z)/pn(z) and integrating by parts we obtain

/, i" /.2"<p(z)f~(z)V(xz)dm(z) =  j      4>n(z)dzS" (x)
2n-l J 2»"1

=  S(2n\x)d,n(2n)   ~ Sln^x)^')   ~    f   ' S^ix)d^n(z).
J 2"~l

Since for all 77, |c6„(z)| SAC and J2f-i\d(i>niz)\ SAC, we see that by Minkow-

ski's inequalities for sums and for integrals, Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya

[1952, p. 148], and by Lemma 3B

||a„(x)|| s c\\&\x)\\ + c||s£»(*)|| + C \\s';\x)\\ I dUz) I
J 2"-'

S AC\\Enix)\\.

Using Lemma 3C, we now obtain

ZI|A»||2^C2Z||P»|| S AC2\\f\\,
-N -N

proving (b).

We next consider (c). Let

/> oo
An(x)Am(x)x2a<i777(x)

0

for each pair of distinct integers. Setting J„ = [2n_1, 2B], we have by Corollary

2D

Im.n = - — f     f Hy)riy)<t>iz)riz)Siy, z)dmiy)dmiz)
1 JJ„JJn

(6) -4"f    f  4>iy)riy)4>iz)riz)Siy,z)dmiy)dmiz)
2 JjnJjm

= f     4- I"*m,n n^ 1m,n.

We have also used the fact that JnC\Jm is of measure zero. This equality

will in fact be valid only after we have shown that the integrals involved are

finite.
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Using the estimate \ab\ ^(l/2)a2+(l/2)b2, we obtain

| lL.n\   ^ AC2 f    f r(y)2S(y, z)dm(y)dm(z)
JJmJJn

+ AC2 f    f r(z)2S(y, z)dm(y)dm(z)
J-TmJJn

= 1* +/**

By Lemmas 3A and 3D we see that

N ** N     r V     N       r n
Z        |i».»|   ^ AC2   Z r(z)2\        Z        I   S(y,z)dm(y)\dm(z)

n,m~—N;n^m m=—JV   " Jm L  n=a—N'.nytm   J Jn A

g ^C2   Z    I    r(2)2(z - 2m-1)-2°dm(z)
m—N   Jjm

N r
+ AC2  Z    I    r(z)2(2™ - z)-2«dm(z)

= ^c2||/||.

Similarly

Z     I /».»I ̂  ^c2||/||
n ,m——Wln?«m

and therefore we have

(7) Z    \l'm.n\   ^AC2\\f\\.

By symmetry we also obtain

(8) z ii:,.i ^c2ii/n.
n,m-=—N

The inequality (c) now follows from (6), (7), and (8). Thus we also have

(a). Let Tf denote the limit in £"'2 of FN as N—* oo. We then have

(9) \\Tf\\ £ AC\\f\\

and

(io) [TfV(y) = *(y)r(y)

for every fEHfnH2, 0<a<l/2.
Next suppose that -l/2<«<0, fEHfr\H2, and gEH;a'2r\H2. Using

Plancherel's theorem, the Schwarz inequality, and what we have just proved,

we have
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f   [Tfix)]gix)dmix) =  C  <Hy)r(y)g~(y)dm(y)
J o J 0

/» oo
fix)[Tgix)]dmix)

o

g||/IUNU2^c||/||a.2||g|U2.

Supposing in addition that |[g||_a,2g 1, we obtain by a well known formula

||7/||„,2 = l.u.b.   f   [Tfix)]gix)dmix) S AC\\f\\a,2.
a       Jo

We now have (9) and (10) for all / in 77",2FW2. Since this is a dense sub-

space of 77"'2, T has a unique extension to 77"'2 such that (9) holds.

Part II. Weighted £-Norms

In this part we extend the main result, Theorem 3E, of Part I to the case

of weighted p-norms. We let L"-P(a, b) denote the space of all complex valued

functions / measurable on (a, b) and such that the weighted ^-norm

ll/ll«.p=     J     \f(x)\p\x\"Hx        < oo.

We show in Theorem 8D, that if/G7a,:p(0, co) and if c6 satisfies the conditions

given in Theorem 3E, then the ordinary Hankel multiplier transformation

T, of order p^ -1/2 is defined on P«-» and l|P„/||a,J,g^(a, p, v)\\f\\a,p lor all

p>l and -l/p<a<l-l/p.

The methods of Part I, depending on the condition p = 2 are not available

to us here. Instead we first prove the corresponding result for Fourier multi-

plier transformations on La,p( — oo, a>). The methods used are essentially

those of the proof of the corresponding result for Fourier series multiplier

transformations on La-P( — ir, ir), Marcinkiewicz [1939, p. 78], Hirschman

[1955a, p. 29]. An essential step in the proof is a decomposition of the Fourier

integral, derived in §7. The last section contains the main theorems on Fourier

and Hankel multiplier transformations. §§4, 5, and 6 are devoted to prelimi-

naries.

4. Conjugates and partial integrals. We begin with a consideration of a

famous result of M. Riesz and derive several consequences from it. Suppose

that fELir\L2r\La'p under the usual restrictions on a and p. Consider the

transformation which sends / into

/OO

isgntfit)e-ixtdt,
-CO

where/" is the Fourier transform of /. Since i sgn / is bounded and/GP2,

/   is clearly defined, at least as a limit in P2 of partial integrals.
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Moreover it is well known, Titchmarsh [1957, p. 120], that this expres-

sion may be written in the form

/OO

f(u)(x - u)~Hu
-00

the integral being the Cauchy mean value atu = x. This function is known as

the conjugate of/; its negative is called the Hilbert transform, Tirchmarsh

[1937, p. 120].
We shall make use of the following generalization, due to Hardy and

Littlewood [1936, p. 370], of a result first proved in the case a = 0 by M.

Riesz [1923; 1927]:

Theorem 4A. (Hardy, Littlewood, Riesz). If fELa-p(—<*>, oo),

Kp< oo, — 1/p <«< 1 — 1/p, then f   as given by (2) exists and

\\r\U* % M<*, p)\\f\\«.v-

We next define

(3) Sa,b[f(x)] = (2T)-1'2 f r(t)e-*<dt
J a

for — oo <a<b< oo and f EL1 r\L"-p and prove

Lemma 4B. IffELa-p(- oo, oo), l<p<oo, -1/p<a<l-l/p, then Sa,b

has an extension to L"-p so that

(4) ||S..&[/]|U, = ^(a, p)\\f\\a,P.

Proof. Suppose at first that/6£1£»£0,,p. Using Fubini's theorem and (2),

we obtain

J. b /» oo
e-^'dt I    f(u)eil"du

a J —oo

= (27T)-1 f   f(u)du f e^-^dt
J —oo J a

(5) = O-)-1 f   /(«)[e°<«-*> - e«a<"-*>](re - x)~ldu
J -00

f\ CO

= (2iri)-1e-ihx |    eibuf(u)(u - x)~ldu
J -00

— (2iri)~1e-iax I     eiauf(u)(u - x)~xdu

J —00

= (i/2)[e-ib*(eib*f(x))~ - (e-ia*f(x))~].
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By Minkowski's inequality and Theorem 4A we have

\\S.M]\\ =■ 2-1||(eite/(*))~|| + 2-1||(y-/(x))i

£ A(a, p)\\f\\.

Since LlC\La'p is dense in La-P, the bounded linear transformation Sa,b

has a unique bounded linear extension to La,p.

Lemma 4C. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4B,

l.i.m «*5..»[/] = /.
fl—* w

In the case a = 0, l<p:£2, the proof is well known, Titchmarsh [1937,

p. 149]. With trivial modification the same proof works for the present lemma

as well.

The next result is a simplified version of the main theorem on Fourier

multiplier transformations. See Steckin [1950, p. 240].

Theorem 4D. 7//6£a'p(-00, °°), l</><», -l/p<a<l-l/p, and if

<p has the properties

(6) | 4>(t) |  gC, - oo < t < oo,

and

(7) C\dd>(t)\  £C,
*/ —qo

then the Fourier multiplier transformation T associated with d> is defined on

L"-p and

||£/|U SS A(a, p)C\\f\\a,p.

Proof. Suppose that/6£2n£a'p and set

Fa(x) = (27T)-1'2 f  *(/)/-(0«-fa,<«.
J —a

Using (3) and integration by parts, we obtain

Pa(x)   =    ̂  <p(t)d,iS-aAf(x)]
J —a

= 4>(a)S-..\f(x)\ -  f's^,t[f(x)]W).
J -a

By Minkowski's inequalities for sums and for integrals we have, with the aid

of Lemma 4B,
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||F.|| S \\<t>(a)S-a,a[f]\\ + I   f's^.tlAW)
11  J —a

S I 4>ia) | ||^,a[/]|| + J* V-.<[/]|| I d*(t) |

= AC\\f\\.
By similar arguments we have for 0<a' <a

\\Fa - F..|| < C||S_.„[/] - 5^....[/]||

+ A\d,ia)-4>ia')\\\f\\ + A f U<K0|||/||.
J o's[(|SO

Using (6), (7), and Lemma 4C, we see that F„ is Cauchy in L"<p. Letting Tf

denote its limit in La'v as a—> co, we obtain

lk/ll = ̂ ||/||
for all/GP2PlZa'p. That P is a Fourier multiplier transformation is evident.

The extension to La-P is standard.

Before proving our next theorem we establish some lemmas. These are

all analogous to certain results of A. Zygmund [1938, p. 182] for Fourier

series. We first quote a lemma due to Zygmund [1938, p. 176].

Lemma 4E (Zygmund). If rnit) is the nth Rademacher function and hit)

= 22i anrnit) and if 1 <p < co , thenif)

/l /   N \p/2

\hit)\pdt^( 22 \an\2)    .

Lemma 4F. IffnELa'pi- co, co), 77 = 1, ■ ■ • , N, Kp< co, -l/p<a<l

-Ifp, then (22? \f»\*)l'*EL«-* and

(N \ 1/2 11 ||   /   N \ l/2 il

E|/:|2) SAia,P)    (El/n|2)
1 / lla.p II   ^     1 / I'a.p

The proof is the same as that of the corresponding result for Fourier series

on 7"( —7r, 7r) in Zygmund [1938, p. 176].

Lemma 4G. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4F,

(N \1/2|| II /    N \1/2II

22\So.M\2) ^Aia,p)\\(22\fn\2)
1 / Ha.P II  \    1 /       Ha,p

for any sequence h, • ■ ■ , tn of positive reals.

Proof. By equation (5) we have

(6) By this notation we mean that the quotient of the expressions involved is bounded be-

tween positive constants.
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(8) So.(„[/(x)] = j [e-H**(e«*%(x))~ - f~(x)].

The result is immediate using the inequality (a + b)2^2a2 + 2b2, Minkowski's

inequality and Lemma 4F.

Theorem 4H. 7/Kp< oo, -l/p<a<l-l/p, fnELa-p(- co, oo) and

an is nondecreasing on an interval [an, bn]for n = l, • • • , N, then

/ ff    /»bn \1/2|| II /  N rbn \1/2II

( Z I      I So.t[fn]\2dan(t)) SS A(a,p)\\l   Z |/»|2 I     dan(t))
\    I    J an /        lla.p II \     1 J a„ /       lla.p

Proof. There is no loss of generality in supposing that f„ELir\La'p. Let

each interval [an, bn] be partitioned into m subintervals of length (bn — an)/m

by points t„,i, ■ ■ ■ , tn,m-i- Let t„,m = bn and set

(9) A„,y = a„(t„j) — an(tn,i-i)

tor j=l, 2, • • • , m. We then have

m /% bn

(10) lim   Z I -W/n] l,A-.y = | So,t[fn] \2dan(t).
m-> oo    ;-_! J „n

By Lemma 4G we see that

II /   N   m \1/2ll ll / N Cbn \1/2II
(   Z Z I ̂ o,(n,[/n]2An,,  ) SS A(a, p) \\l Z 1/n I2 I     dan(t) )

II \  n=l 3=1 /        lla.p II \ n—1 J On /       \\a,p

Using Fatou's lemma we obtain in view of (10)

II / N   rbn \1/2ll

(Z I      [SoAMl'dand))

SS lim inf II ( Z Z I S„.tn,.[fn] \2An,,)U21
m->»      II \ n=l j=l /        lla.p

II/ N rbn       \1/2ll
<A(a,p) \\[ Z  1/n |2  I      dan(l))

"  \ n=l J an / lla.p

5. The function/(x, y). Suppose that y>0. If we set d>(t) =e~yW in Theo-

rem 4D, then the associated multiplier transformation £ is defined on

£«•". ItfEL"-", we let

(1) /(*, y) = T\f(x)].

This section is devoted to the study of this function.

Lemma 5A. IffELa-"(- oo, co), l<p< co, -i/p<a<l-l/p, and y>0

then
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(2) fix, y) =— f fiu)y[iu - x)2 + y^du
T  J -oo

and

(3) f~ix,y) = - f   /(«)(«- *)[(« - x)2 + y2]-i«f«.
7T  J_M

These formulae are established by routine calculations. Note that the

Poisson kernel and its harmonic conjugate appear in (2) and (3) respectively.

We shall denote these by P(w, y) and P  (w, y). If we set z = x+iy and

(4) Fiz) =fix,y)+if~ix,y),

then it is easy to prove the following:

Corollary 5B. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5A, Fiz) is analytic for

7(z)>0.

Lemma 5C. If, under the hypotheses of Lemma 5A, we set

/*(x)= l.u.b.  |/(x,y)|,
i/>0

then\\f*ix)\\a,pSAia, p)\\fix)\\a,p.

Proof (6). We may suppose that/(x) ^0 for all x. We set

hix) =    l.u.b.    — f fix + t)dt.
— «<«<oo  u J a

Integrating by parts and using the estimates

I ffix + t)dt s ILftolU,*1-1"-
I J 0

and P(w, y) =0(m~2) as | u\ —»oo we have

I/(*,?) I   =1   Cfix+u)P(u,y)du\
I    J _M I

=     I    uPuiu, y)   u'1 I   /(x + t)dt \du\

S hix)  I     | mP„(t7, y) I c?m = ^4/7(x).
J —jo

It follows that/*(x) SAhix) and thus we see that

(6) This result is stated without proof in Waterman [1956, p. 170]. Since there appears to

be no proof in the literature, we give one communicated to the author by 1.1. Hirschman, Jr.
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(5) ||/*|Up SS A\\h\\a,p.

We next show that

(6) ||*||..p SS 41/11..,,
Suppose that x>0 and set

1   Fu

hi(x) = l.u.b. — I   f(x + t)dt.
«>o    u J o

Let hi(x) and hs(x) be least upper bounds of the same expression over ( — x, 0)

and (— oo, — x) respectively.

Considering hi first, we set

If" 1   ru
Fi(x) = l.u.b. — I   f(x+ t)dt   and   Gx(x) = l.u.b. — I   f(x + t)dt

u>2"    U J o 0<u<2"  U Jo

when x6 [2"~\ 2n], re an,integer. Setting m=A" — x, we obtain

1       ,i-«                                               1       rx
Gi(x) =    l.u.b.    - I       /(x + 0* =§      l.u.b.-j    /(»)c2i>.

0<X-X<2»X   —   xJ o 2»-l<X<2"+l   X   —   XJ x

Using a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood, Zygmund [1935, p. 244], we have

r2" r2"+1r i    cx     t
Gi(x)pdx ̂     I l.u.b.      - 1    f(v)dv   dx

J 2n_1 J 2n_1    L2n-1<x<2»+»   X — xJ x J

2n+l

^ ̂ (/0 I    /(«)p^-
J 2»-l

Since xap^2anp when x6 [2B_\ 2n+1], we see that

/> 2" ., 2n+1Gi^Vix ^ A(a, p)  j f(x)"xapdx.
2n-l J 2n-l

Summing over all integers, we have

/» 00 /*  °°Gi(x)pxapdx ^ A(a, p)  i    f(x)pxapdx.
0 J 0

In considering £ we set

r2" p    r2"
£ =   I      f(x)dx    and    cn =   I      /(x)pxapcfx.

J 2"-1 J 2n_1

Letting <? be the conjugate index of p we see that by Holder's inequality

r r2" T/pr F2" lllq
(8)        /»< f(x)»xapdx I       x-a"dx       < ^cn2-°"'+n/«.
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Since

N+l co

Fiix) S l.u.b. HJ/^2l 2"*7*,
Nin k=n fc=n

we obtain using (8)

00 00

Fi(x) SA22 2-*-«*+*/«Ci =A22 2rkck

where r=—l—a-\-l/q=—l/p — a<0. It follows that

Fiix)pxa>>dx S A-2apn+''\   22 2Tkck     = A    22 2r(-k~n)Ck    .
2"_1 L k-n J L k-n J

Summing over all 77, we see that

/» oo oo        r~     oo ""lp oo

Fiix)pxapdx S A 22 \  22 2r(k~n)ck     = A 22 [bn * cn]p
0 n=—oo L k=n -i ra=—oo

where &„ = 2~rB if 77^0 and is zero otherwise. By an inequality of W. H.

Young, (see Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [1952, p. 198]), we obtain

00 I- 00 "lp 00 00

22    [bn*Cn]p   S 22    On 22    Cn   =   A («. P)     X)    ̂ .
n=—oo I— w=—oo        —I      n==—oo n=—oo

We now have

/t  00 00 f*   00

Fi(x)pxapdx S A(a,p)   22 cn = A(a,p) I    f(x)"xapdx.
0 n=-oo J 0

Combining (7) and (9) we see that

/» oo y» oo

hi(x)xapdx S A (a, p)  I    f(x)pxapdx.
0 J 0

By nearly the same arguments we may show that

/,  00 *% OO

h2(x)xapdx S A(a, p)  I    f(x)xapdx.
0 do

Finally we consider h% and obtain

1   rx 1   Cx 1   ru

h(x) S — I    f(u)du -\-j    f(-u)du + l.u.b. — I    f(-x - t)dt.
X  J o X J o ">0     77 J o

By a theorem of Hardy, (see Zygmund [1935, p. 72]), we have

/■»r[    (•» ~ip /•»-   I    f(u)du    xapdx S A(a,p)  |    f(x)xapdx
o    L x Jo J Jo
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and

— I    f(-u)du    xapdx g A(a, p)  I    f( — x)pxapdx.
oLxJo J do

The argument leading up to (10) shows that

/■M r 1    nu ~\p fK
l.u.b.— I   f(-x - t)dt   xapdx ̂  A(a,p) I   f(-x)pxapdx.

o   L «>o    u J o J Jo

Combining these we obtain

/I  00 /»  oo

A3(x)pxapdx ^ .4 (a, p)  I   /(x)p| x|apcfx.
0 J —00

From (10), (11), and (12) we see that

/(CO f% COh(x)pxapdx g .4 (a, p)  I    /(x)p | x\apdx.
0 •/ -oo

Changing x to — x we obtain a similar inequality on (— oo , 0) and thus (6) is

proved.

Corollary 5D. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5A,

lim f(x, y) = f(x)       a.e.
K-»0

and

l.i.m.*.p/(x, y) =/(x).

The first equality is a consequence of the theorem on Cauchy's singular

integral, Titchmarsh [1937, p. 30]. The second is immediate using Lemma 5C

and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. Similar results for / (x, y)

follow from these. We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 5E. Suppose that for n = l,2, ■ ■ ■ , N

(a) /„6£a'p(-«>, co),l<p<c«, -l/p<a<l-l/p,

(b) that a„(t) is nondecreasing for t in a finite interval [an, bn] and that

(c) Ln is a subinterval of (0, yn] of length £„.

Then we have

/    N       fbn \1/2||

(Zl      \So.,[fn(x, yf)]\2dan(t))
\ n=.l ^ an /        lla.p

/ N   -l r i    rbn       \1/2

^A(a,p)   (ZLn | /.(*, y)\dy\     dan(t))
\ n=l J Ln "I"» / a,p

Proof. We may assume that/„6£2^£",p- Supposing that t„ are positive
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reals and that y„G [0, y„], we set

C-e<.Vn'-Vn)u HO   SU   <tn,

<t>niu)   =    <
(   0 if m = t„.

Integrating by parts we obtain

So.Mx.yn)] = (27T)-1'2 f  £(«)e-*~-*~iu
J o

= (27r)_1/2 I     e^n'-in^f- iu)e-ix"-v»'udu
J 0

=    f"e<Vn'-^duSojn[fnix,y/)]
J 0

= e^n-y^nSo,tn[fnix,y:)]- f   So.„[/B(x( yf )]<*V,.'-<<>
J 0

/, tn
So.uVnix, yf)]dd>niu).

0

Since for every 77

| dd>niu) |   S 1,
J 0

we otbain by Schwarz inequality

I So.tAfnix, yf)} \2S  f"\ So.uWfnix, y„')] |21 dd>niu) \ .
J 0

By Theorem 4H we conclude that

ll / N \1/2II
( £ K(„[/(x,y)]|2)

II   \   B—1 / II

(13) S \\( E f '" I ̂ o,u[/„(x, yf)] |21 c7>„(«) |)     I
II \ n—l*/ 0 /        II

SAia,p)\\(22\Mx,yf)\2)      .
II \ n-1 /

Let rn be a positive integer and let P„ be partitioned into w intervals

[y„,;-i, y„,y], 7 = 1, 2, • • • , 777, of equal length for each 77. Using (13) we see

that

(N       l      m V'2|| || /   N       1      m \1/8||

Z -Z \So.tn[fnix,yn)]\2)    \\S Alii 22-22 \Mx,yf)\2)    \\.
n-1    m   ,_1 /        II II \ „_l    777  J=.l /        II
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On the left we have the norm of the expression

(N \l/2

Z |So,(„[/n(x,y„)]|2J

while on the right we have the norm of an expression which converges to

(N f. \l/2

Z£. J    \fn(x,y)\*dyj

as rez—> oo. Since the latter expression is dominated by

/ N   *      \1/2

(l)/»(*)2)

which is in £a'p by Lemmas 5C and 4F, we obtain by Lebesgue's dominated

convergence theorem

(n \1/2|| || / N    _i r \1/2II

Z I So,tn[fn[fn(x, yn)]] |2)        £ A       Z Ln | /„(x, y) |2<fy )       .
n=l /       II II \ n-l J L, /       II

The proof may now be completed as in the proof of Theorem 4H.

6. The Ha'p classes. We say that a function w(z), analytic for i(z)>0,

is in H"-p it

(1) l.u.b.   1     [ w(x + yi) \p | x + yi\apdx < oo .
!/>0       «/_oo

We now study these classes and their relationship to La-P. We write Hp tor

H°'».

Lemma 6A. If w(z)EHa-p, Kp<oo, — l/p<a<l-l/p, then there is a

function w(x)ELa'p(— oo, co) such that

(2) lim w(x + yi) = w(x) a.e.

and

(3) l.i.m.a-pw(x + yi) = w(x).
v-o+

Proof. In the case a = 0 this result is well known, Titchmarsh  [1937,

p. 139]. Since zaw(z)EHp, there is a function xaw(x)6£p such that

(4) lim (x + yi)"w(x + yi) = xaw(x) a.e.
»->o+

and

(5) l.i.m.p (x + yi)"w(x + yi) = xaw(x).
v->a+
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The latter expression may also be written in the form

/OO

| (x + yi)aw(x + yi) — xaw(x) \pdx = 0.
-00

The relation (2) follows at once from (4). Instead of (5) or (5') however, we

wish to prove (3), that is to show that

(6) lim    I     | x"w(x + yi) — xaw(x) \pdx = 0.
v->o+ J _„o

We may write

x"w(x + yi) — xaw(x) = [xaw(x + yi) — (x + yi)aw(x + yi)]

+ [(x + yi)aw(x + yi) — xaw(x)].

Thus to prove (6) it is sufficient in view of (5') to show that

/»  00

(7) lim    I     | w(x + yi) \p\x" — (x + yi)a\pdx = 0.

In case a>0 we write the left side of (7) in the form

(8) lim    I     | (x + yi)"w(x + yi) \p\ xa(x + yi)-" — 1 \pdx.
V-^0+   J-x,

Note that the last term in the integrand is bounded and converges to zero.

Setting

wa(x) = l.u.b. | (x + yi)aw(x + yi) \
v>o

we see that the first term in the integrand of (8) is dominated by wa(x)pEL1

by Lemma 5C. Thus (7) holds by the dominated convergence theorem.

The case a<0 is proved in almost the same way.

Lemma 6B. If f(x)EL"-p(- oo, oo), l<p<oo, -l/p<a<l-l/p, then

P(z) =/(*> y) +if~(x> y) EH"'P and in fact

(9) f " | F(x + yi)\"\x + yi\avdx sS A(a, p)\\f(x)\\l.p.
J —00

Proof. In view of Corollary 5B, it is enough to prove (9). If aSSO, then

|x+yt| ap^ \x\ ap and the result is immediate from Minkowski's inequality

and Theorem 4D.

If a>0, we set
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/«>
| F(x + yi) \p | x + y7 \apdx

-co

= \   f      + f 11 Fix + yi) H x + yi \""dx = Ii + I2.
LJ \x\>i     J-iA

Considering the first integral, we have

/CO

| F(x + yi) \p\ x\apdx
-CO

S Aia,p)il + y2)ap/2H/(x)H = Oiyap)    as    y-> co.

In considering the second integral we note that by Lemma 5A and Holder's

inequality,

\Fix + yi)\   S\\Fix + u)\\a,p\\Piu,y)\\-a,t

S Aia, p)y-1ip-"\\f\\a,p

and therefore we have

■     f1, ,
72 S l.u.b. | x + yi \ap I     | F(x + yi) \pdx

lil <i J _i

S A(a, p)(l + y2)"^-1-"" ||/||«,p

= 0(y_1) as y —> co.

It follows that log A (y) =o(y) as y—> co. By the three lines theorem we see

that if 0 <yi <y2 <y3 < °° , then

log A(y2) = -log A'yf) -\-log A(yf).
ys — yi yz — yi

Letting y3—> 00 , we obtain log A (y2) S log A (y/); that is

A(y2) S A(yi)

and A(y) is a nonincreasing function for y>0.

Now let Fa(z)=z"F(z). As a function of x, Fa(z)ELp for each y and in

fact

/CO

Fa(u)P(u — x, y)du.
-00

Therefore by Corollary 5D we have

l.i.m." Fa(x + yi) = F„(x).
v->o+

Since A(y) =\\Fa(x+yi)\\l, we may write the above relation in the form
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lim A(y) = A(0).

Thus we conclude that for all y^O

A(y) sS A(0) = \\F(x)\\l,p sS A(a, p)\\f(x)\\l.p.

We next quote a result due to D. Waterman [1956, p. 173]. The cor-

responding result for series was first proved by Littlewood and Paley [1937].

Theorem 6C (Waterman). If w(z)EH", Kp< oo, and

Uoo —11/2
I w'(x + yi) \2ydy       ,

then

\\g(x\w)\\p^A(p)\\w(x)\\p.

We now prove a theorem analogous to a theorem of Hirschman [1955a,

p. 36] for series. The proof uses methods due to Zygmund [1945, p. 439].

Theorem 6D. If w(z)EHp, 1 <p< oo, and

h(x\ w) =      I     | w(x + yi)/(x + yi) \2ydy      ,

then \\h(x\w)\\p^A(p)\\w(x)\\p.

Proof. The proof will be given in three parts.

Part 1. The theorem is true for p = 2. Yet u(x) = 9t[w(x)] and

f 0 if t ^ 0,
G(t) =

-2 f  u'(s)ds if t < 0.
J t

We first show that e"'G(t) is the Fourier transform of (iz)~lw(z). Writing

w (t) for the Fourier transform of w(x), we see that since w(x) =u(x)+iu~(x),

Titchmarsh [1937, p. 139],

w"(t) = u~(t) + [i sgn t]u"(t)i = [l — sgn t]u"(t).

Thus w"(t) vanishes for ;>0 and we may write

(10) w(z) = (2tt)-x f   2u*(t)e-u'dt.
J —00

Moreover, by Schwarz' inequality and Parseval's theorem, we have for j<0

cfsj        Jo   4|W'(5)|2^J     ^ 2\ t\u2\\w(x)\\2.
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Integrating by parts and using  (10)  and  (11), we obtain for the inverse

Fourier transform of evtG(t)

(2ir)~1'2 f   ey'G(l)e-ix'dt
J -00

0 n 0

= (2ir)-1l2(-iz)-1e-utG(t) + (2ir)-1>2(iz)-1 j    2u^it)e'i"dt

(=—00 J —00

=   (7Z)-1W(3).

Using Parseval's theorem and a theorem of Hardy (see Zygmund [1935,

p. 72]), we have

9 /» °° /» CO /» CO rtO

||/7(x| w)||2=  I    ydy I     \ wiz)/z\2dx =  J    ydy \    e2»l \ Git) \2dt
*/ 0 *^ —oo **  0 *J —oo

/0 ^* oo 1       /% 0

|G(0A|** I    yt2e2»'dy = — j     \Git)/t\2dt
-oo Jo 4   J _oo

/o I 77^(/)|2^ = i4||w"(/)||» = i4||w(*)||,.
-co

Part 2. If the theorem is true for index p and Kr <p, then it is true for

index r. We may suppose that if w(z)EHr then it has no zeros for $(z) >0.

See Waterman [1956, p. 179]. Setting v(z) =w(z)r'p, we see that v(z)EHp.

We now obtain

h(x | w)2 =   j     | v(x + yi) |2"'r | x + y7 \~2ydy S v*(x)2plr-2h(x \ v)2.
Jo

It follows that

h(x\ w)r S v*(x)p~rh(x\ v)r.

Using Holder's inequality, we conclude that

r  c«" ~~\rlpr  C°° -\r/p-i
\\h(x\  W)\\r S\      I       h(X\v)pdx\ I       V*ix)pdx\

S A(r)\\vix)\\'p = ^(r)||W(x)H;.

In particular we now have the theorem for all pS2.

Part 3. The theorem is true for all p^4 and thus for all p. We set 1/q

= 1 — 2/p and observe that

(12) ||A(*|«0||* = l.u.b.   f   h(x\ w)2fix)dx,
f J-00

where / ranges over all non-negative real valued functions in Lq such that

IWI.ii.
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We set F(z) =f(x, y) +if~(x, y). Since | w(z)/z\2 is subharmonic, we have

/oo

I w(u + yi)/(u + yi) \2P(u — x, y)du.
-00

Using Fubini's theorem

/CO y» 00 ** oOh(x I w)2f(x)dx =   I    ydy j     | w(z)/z \2f(x)dx
-oo J o J -X,

/l  00 y»  00yciy j     | w(x + 2yi)/(x + 2yi) |2/(x)c£;.
o J -»

Considering the inner integral we have using (13) and the inequality/(x, y)

SS|F(x+yi)|,

/■• oo

| w(x + 2yi)/{x + 2vi) |2/(x)^x
*/  -co

J CO y»  00
f(x)dx I     | w(re + yi)/(u + yi) \2P(u — x, y)du

-00 ^  —00

SS   I     | w(re + yi)/(u + yi) \2f(u, y)du
J —00

/OO

I w(x + yi)/(x + yi)\2\ F(x + yi) \ dx.
-00

Using this together with Schwarz' inequality and Holder's inequality, we see

that

/OO /• °° /» 00h(x\ w)2f(x)dx ^ 4 |     w*(x)dx I     | w(z)/z \  \ F(z)/z\ydy
-00 «^ —00 J  0

to*(x)A(x| w)h(x\ F)dx
-00

^4[|W*(x)||P||/i(x|W)||p||A(x|F)[|3

SS A(p)\\w(x)\\v\\h(x\w)\\p.

We have also used the fact that q^2 and F(z)EHq.

It follows that

||*(*| w)\\l g .4(£)||ft(*| w)||p||w(x)||p.

If h(x\w)ELp, we are done. Otherwise set ws(z)=eiSz, 5>0. Clearly w0(z)

6£p and ||w5(x)||pSS.<4(p)||w(x)||p. We show that h(x\wf)ELp. Once this is

proved the proof may be completed by letting 5—>0 and using Fatou's

lemma.
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There is no loss of generality in supposing that wiz — it) EHP for e>0. See

Waterman [1956, p. 174]. Therefore by Minkowski's inequality for integrals

and the Poisson expansion

/CO

w(x + u — 7e)P(«, y + e)du, y Si 0,
-00

we obtain

/oo
||to(x + u — ie)\\p\ Piu, y + e) | du

= ||w(x - 7e)||p||P(tt, y + e)||i S ||w(x - 7e)||p.

If/(x)S:0 and ||/||9^1, we now have

/QO n 00 n »

hix\ w/)2fix)dx =   I    ye~2hvdy I     | wiz)/z \2fix)dx
-oo •/  0 •/ —CO

^ ^l||W(x - 7e)||p I    e~  "c/y I    /(x)P(x, y)<7x
•^0 ^ —oo

«~ 1l/C*)ll«ll-PC*, y)IU/**y
0

/I oo
e~2 "ypl*-idy

o

ll ll2
^ .4||w(x — 7e)||p <  oo.

It follows that hix\w/)ELp.

Theorem 6E. If w(z) G77"'p, Kp < °° , - 1/p <« < 1 - 1/p, then

a. oo \1/2||
I w'(x+y7)|2|x + y7|2«yJy) ^ (a,/»)||W(x)||„,p.

o /       lip

Proof. We set viz) = zaw(z) £77p. Since w'(z) =z^av'(z)—aza~1v(z), we have

| w'(z)|2 S 2 | v'(z)\2\ z\~2a+ 2 | « | J i>(z)|2| zh2-2a.

By Theorems 6C and 6D we conclude that

a.» v   l/2  ||
I w'(x + yi) |21 x + yi\2aydy )

0 /Up

[II/ r°° \1/2ll      ll/ r°° \1/2il "i
( \v'ix + yi)\2ydy) +    ( |B(z)/z|2ycfy)

II Wo /      Up       II Wo /      II pJ

S A (a, p)\\vix)\\p = Aia, p)\\wix)\\a,p.
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7. The decomposition theorem. Let us write 4>^(t) and <f>H(t) tor the char-

acteristic functions of the intervals [2n_1, 2n] and [ — 2", — 2n_1] respectively

for each integer re. Let A* and A^" be the corresponding Fourier multiplier

transformations on La-P(— oo , oo). In this section we prove that if/(x)6£a,p,

then under the usual restrictions on a and p we have

( Z I At[/(x)] |2 + | a;[/(x)] I2)1'2     a \\f(x)\\a,P;
\  —oo /        11 a,P

that is, the quotient of these norms is bounded between positive constants

depending only on a and p. This is called the decomposition theorem. In this

connection see Littlewood and Paley [1937] and Hirschman [1955a].

Lemma 7A. IffELa-p, l<p<°°, -l/p<a<l- 1/p, then

(1) IKZ I A»I/1 I' +  I Al[/] \T\\a.P ̂  A(a, p)\\f\\a„.
Proof. There is no loss of generality in supposing that fEL2C\La'p and

that f (t)=0 for /<0. Then A~[/(x)]=0 for all x and re. We write A„ for

A„+[/].
Differentiating partially with respect to x, we obtain

(So,t[f(x, y)])x = (2x)-1'2^ J r (u)e-»-™du\

= (2ii)-112 I   /*(u)( — iu)e-**-ixudu
J o

= S0,t[fx(x, y)].

Integrating by parts, we see that

/.2"

t-WdtSoMx, y)]
2n-l

= 2-"e2"5o,2»[/x(x, y)]i - 2-^e2"-1So,Afx(x, y)]i

So,t[fx(x, y)]dd-ley'.
2n-l

Setting y = y„ = 2~n for each re and

j-t-ie«n'       if 2"-1 < / < 2»,

gn(t) =   I      0 if t = 2-i or 2-,

we have

r2"
An|/(x)] = i        S0,t[fx(x, yf)]dgn(t).

J 2n_1
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Since

r2" . .
I       I dgnil) |   = 2y„e,

J 2»-'

it follows from Schwarz' inequality that

\So.t[fxix,yn)]\2\dgnit)\.
jn-1

We now let Ln denote the interval [yn+i, y„] as well as its length. If we

set P(z)=/(x, y)+ifix, y), then |/x(x, y)|^|F'(z)|. Since a^O, |x|"p

S | x+yf|ap and therefore using Theorems 5E, 6E, and 4D, we conclude that

(co \I/2||

E   |A,[/(x)]|2)
—oo /        II a,p

= \(Ta 2yne f     | SoMx, yf)] \2\ dg„it) | )
II   \   -co J 2"~l / Wa,p

||   /    oo - -J* vl/2

S AM  22ynLn \fxix,y)\2dy \dgnit)\ )
II  \   -oo J Ln J 2""1 / a.p

S ^||(£y»+i f   \fxix,y)\2dy)
II \   -oo J Ln / II a,P

S a\\(22 f   \F'ix + yi)\2ydy\
II  \   —oo J Ln / II a,P

a. » \1/2||| F\x + yi)\2ydy\
0 / II a.p

a.oo \1/2||
| F'ix + yi)\2\ x + yi\2aydy)

o /        II p

S A\\Fix)\\a.p S A\\fix)\\a.,.

Lemma 7B. If fELa,p, where p and ap are non-negative even integers

p^2, a<l — l/p, then

(2) 11/11.,, S A(a, P)\\(i\ At[/] |" +  I Alt/] TV']      •
II \  —oo /        II a.p

Proof. We follow the methods of Littlewood and Paley [1937, p. 84] and

Hirschman [1955a, p. 46] and consider the typical case p = 6, ap = 4. There is

no loss of generality in supposing that fEL2r\La<p and that fit)=0 tor

KO.We write A„ for A+ [/].

We set
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If N

(3) FN(x) = Z A„(x)    and    Gat(x)2 = Z I A»(x) |2
-N -N

for N=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . We split each of these sums into h parts as follows: for

i = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , h—l set

(4) Fif.i(x) = Zn An(x)    and    GNli(x)2 = Zn | A„(x) |2

where n ranges over all integers congruent to i modulo h between —A and N.

Then there are constants ^4i, A2, A3, and Ai such that

\Pif.i\   = A i Z I A* 12AmAm- A»A„. + A 2 Z I At |21 Am | 2A„An<

(5) +  As Z I A,|4A„A„-+ ,44 Z I A* |21 Am|2| An|2

+ Z* A*A*AmAm-A„A„',

where in each summation all subscripts range through values congruent to

i mod h and where * denotes a summation in which no one of k, m, n equal

any of k', m', n'.

For/=1, 2, • • • , we set £,= {z>: r~2g|i/| ^j-1} and

1 C   i iii
(6) Wj(x) = —j \     | 1 - eixvy\ v\-'dv.

2 J Ej

It is easy to see that w,(x) is less than | x|4 and approaches it as/—>oo. Using

the inequality

Z KM (| Za,|2)2,

we have

/I Pif.j(x) \6Wj(x)dx
-00

/OO

| Z I Afc(x) |2Am(x)Am-(x)An(x)An-(x) | Wj(x)dx
-00

+  f    I Z I A*(*) |21 Am(x) |2A„(x)A„-(x) | Wj(x)dx
J -00

+  f    Z I At(x) |21   Am(x) |21 A„(x) \2Wj(x)dx
J —oo

I/* CO
I      Z* Afc(x)Aft'(x)Am(x)Am'(x)An(x)An-(x)wy(x)cfx .

•^ —00

Let /* denote the last integral and consider a single term of the sum. By

Fubini's theorem we have
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j r" t
— I     AkAk,AmAmA„Am,Wjdx
2   J —oo

= — f   | v\~Hv f   AiAvAmAm-A„An, | 1 - e—\*dx.
2   J Ej J -oo

The inner integral on the right is a combination of terms of the form

/OO

AkAkAmAmAnAn'eix"rdx

-oo

where r= — 2, — 1, 0, 1, 2. Writing A~ for the Fourier transform of A, we

obtain the convolution

Kr(v) = [a;*a^,*a;*a;,*a„"*a;-](^).

Since A„ (t) =0 for all t outside [2"_1, 2n], we have for large enough h and

small enough v (that is for large enough/) Kr(v)=0 for all vEEj- Thus J*

vanishes for large enough h and /.

Under these conditions we obtain, using Schwarz' inequality,

| FNti \*Wjdx SS A\    I    Gv,i | Fat,,- |41 x \*dx

/00 /»  X                                                 —1
4      I a 2 |       ,4                  F     ^-.6      I       l47

Gn,i I Fat,,- |   | x | cf x +  I    Gm,% \x\ dx
-oo J —oo                                 J

SS ̂[||FAr,I-||4||GA,,l-||2 + ll^.ilHlGw.ill4 + IIGa^I6].

Letting/—>oo and using Fatou's lemma, we have the same inequality as just

above with ||FAr,.|[6 on the right. Since Fn.i(x) is a multiplier transform to

which Theorem 4D applies, it follows that ||£v,»|| is finite. Therefore we have

|| Pn.i|| SS||Ga'1<||. Combining h such inequalities, we see that

\\FN\\ < A(p)\\GN\\ sS A(j>)\\(Z \An\2Y'2\\.

Letting A—>oo, the proof is completed.

Suppose that ef and ef are sequences each of whose terms is 1 or —1. Set

« = (£, ef) and

Lt        if/G[2-S 2"],
m=  Vn        if/6[-2«,-2-].

We write Te for the corresponding multiplier transformation and note that

for every fEL"-p we have

Z1.[/"(*)]  = Z e+nA+n[f(x)] + e~A~[f(x)].
—CO
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We also write ||P||o,p for the norm of a bounded linear transformation P of

La'p into itself.

Lemma 7C. Suppose that Kp<x>, and —l/p<a<l — l/p. Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) there is a constant A such that || Pe||a PSA for all e;

(ii) ||/||..,^||(E=- \Klf]\2+\^[f]\2)1,2\UvforallfEL-p.

The proof for Fourier series, Littlewood and Paley [1937, p. 86], needs

only trivial changes to be applied here.

Lemma 7D. If Kp < oo, - \/p <«,, a2 < 1 - 1/p, \\ T\\aj,p <^,j = l,2,and

y = il - 6)ai + 6a2 for OSQ SI, then

||7||Y,pg||7||l;,t||7||l2,p

This result, a demonstration of which is given by Hirschman [1956], is

essentially contained in the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem.

Lemma 7E. Ifl<p<<x>, -l/p<a<l-l/p, l/q = l-l/p, and T is a

multiplier transformation on La'v such that || T\\aiP < oo , then \\ P||-a,9 < oo.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove this on L2C\L"'P. We may also suppose that

/ and c6 are real. Suppose gEL2r\La-p and g is real valued. Using Plancherel's

theorem, we obtain

f   T[f(x)]g(x)dx =  f   <t>it)Pit)g~il)dt=  rfix)T[gix)]dx.
J  —00 J —00 J —00

If, in addition, ||g||a,p^l, we have by Holder's inequality

||r[/]||_., = l.u.b.   Cfix)T[gix)]dx S \\}\\-a.q\\Tg\\a,p S ||7|U|/|Ua.
S J -oo

Therefore || 7||_a,9^||p||0,p< oo. By symmetry we even have equality.

Theorem 7F. (Decomposition theorem). If fELa-pi—■*>, oo), for

Kp < oo, - \/p <a< 1 - 1/p, then

II/II..P s|(i: | aT[/i i1 + | a:[/]|,Y/,| .
II   N   —oo /        II a.p

Proof. Let p' = 2tt7 be an even integer greater than p. Let ax = 0 and

a2 = l —1/777. By Lemmas 7A and 7B we obtain for 7 = 1, 2,

ii/ii^=ii(ziA:[/]r+iA;[/]iv/2iu,.p,
By Lemma 7C there is a constant A such that for all e, \\ Fe||„;,P' SA. Thus by

Lemma 7D we have for all a' such that 0 ^a'S1 — 1/m
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IIT II   ,   , <   A
|| -* «||a',p'   =   **■•

By Lemma 7E we obtain for 1/q' = 1 — 1/p'

II T II     .   . <   A

There is a number 6', 0^0'^ 1, such that

1/p = 6'/p + (1 - B')/q'.

Numbers a' and /?' can now be found so that

-1 + 1/m < B' SS 0 g a' SS 1 - 1/m

and for the given a

a = B'a' + (1 - (?')/?'

when m is sufficiently large. Since for every sequence e

||£.||«.'.*' SS A    and   ||£.||^,P' SS A,

we obtain by the Riesz interpolation theorem

IM|,.,£ A
for every e. Another application of 9C completes the proof.

8. The main theorem. We conclude by proving the theorem on the

boundedness of the Fourier multiplier transformation and by extending this

result to Hankel multiplier transformations. We say that <b(t), — oo <t< oo,

is in M(Q if

(1) UW|   SSC, -oo  <t< oo,

(2) |       \d<p(t)\   <C, n = 0, ±1, ±2, ■ ■■,
J 2n_1

and

/-jn-l

\dd>(t)\   SS C, n = 0, +1, ±2, ■ ■ ■ .
-2"

If <f>(t) is defined for OsS<< °°, we require only (2) and (1) on this range.

Theorem 8A. If fELa-p(— oo, oo), l<p<oo, -l/p<a<l -1/p, and

4>EM(C), then the associated Fourier multiplier transformation T is defined on

L"'p and

(4) \\P[f]\\a,p < A(a, p)C\\f\\a,p.

Proof. We may suppose that fEL2C\La'p and that/*(/)=0 for t<0. We

write A„(x) for A+ [f(x)]. Let
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<t>it)f~it)e-ix<dt
2»-i

and

/i 2N N
4>(t)rit)e-<"dt = 22 Dnix).

2~N+l -N

It is enough to prove that

(5) ||F*|U, S AC\\f\\a,P.

By the decomposition theorem

/  N \l/2ll

(6) \\Pf\\«.p = A    ( E |P»|2)
\  -AT / II a,p

For tE [2n_1, 2"] we consider

So.t[Anix)] = (27T)-1'2 f Aliu)e-ixudu = ^Tr)"1'2 f     fit)e-ix»du.
Jo J 2"_1

Integrating by parts, we obtain

/. 2" •. 2"

4>it)dtSo.t[Anix)] = c6(2")50,2w[An(x)] -  I      S0.t[A»(x)]d*Ht)
2n-l ,/ 2n_1

F2"
=  j      5o.([A1,(x)]d*1,(0

J 2n-l

where <j>n(t) = -<j>(t) when 2B"1^/<2B and c>„(2") =0.

By Schwarz' inequality, we see that

/, 2n
\So,t[An(x)]\2\dd>n(t)\

2n-l

since by (2) we have

/, o" I dd>nit) |   S 2C
2"-l

for all 77. By (6), (7), Theorem 4H, (8) and the decomposition theorem we

obtain

\\Fn\\*,p S AC1'21 ( E f     I SoiAj/]] |21 dd,nit) | )
II   \   -A'J 2n~l / a,p

SAc\\(22\^[f]\2Y        SAC\\f\\a,P,
II   \   —00 / ct,p

completing the proof.
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We now extend this result to Hankel multiplier transformations. We find

it more natural here to use the usual definition for the Hankel transform

rather than that used in the first three sections. As before it is sufficient to

define the transformation on a dense subspace. In particular if/67a,p(0, °o)

fYL2(0, oo) and v^ -1/2, we set

/I co

f(x)J,(xt)(xtYl2dx,
0

the integral being a limit in the mean of order 2 of partial integrals. Note

that £_i/2 and F1/2 are simply the cosine and sine transforms of /. Therefore

if we extend / to be an even or an odd function on (—00, 00) and apply

Theorem 8A, we obtain the following:

Corollary 8B. If fEL"-p(0,   00),  l<p<oo,   -l/p<a<l-l/p, and '
d)EM(C), then the associated Hankel multiplier transformations £, of orders

v = —1/2 and +1/2 exist and

(11) II^MII-pSS A(a, p, v)C\\f\\a,p.

Lemma 8C. If v, p> —1/2, and g(s) is a function on (0, 00) with Hankel

transforms G,(x) and G>(x) lying in L"'p(0, 00) and such that

/. CO

s~1!p-a\ g(s)\ ds < °o,
0

then

\\G,(x)\\a.p^\\Gu(x)\\a,p.

Proof. We are given

(13) G,(x) =   f   g(s)J,(xs)(xsyilds
J 0

and a similar expression for Gu(x). Setting x = e" and s = e~u, we obtain

(14) G,(e") =   I    g(e-u)e-uJ,(ev-u)e(-v-u^l2du.
J —00

Setting r=a + l/p and multiplying both sides by erv, we obtain

/oo
g(e-u)e-ul>l-r'>Jr(ev-u)e<-r+ll2)<-y-u')du.

-00

On the right we have the convolution of two functions h(y) = g(ev)e~(-l^r)v and

My) = J,(e")e(r+1iV". We set E,(y) =er«Gp(e») and let the caret denote the

Fourier transform. We show that
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(15) f;(0 = /f(0>«.

Note that although hELli~ oo, oo) by (12), j, need not and thus (15) is not

immediate. Considering the partial integral of P„  we obtain

P„(y)e*"tfy = (2*)-* I    eilHy I    A(«)>(y - «)rf«
-a *J —a *s —oo

/oo •» a
A(w)riw I    >(y - u)eitydy

J-a

/oo *» a—u

*(«)<*« I       jr(y)eitiu+^du
-oo •-' —a—u

= (2TT)-1'2 f   *(«)«<«•/„(«, t)du
•/    -00

where

hiu, t) = i2ir)-1'2 f     jw(y)eu»dy.
z) _a_u

By the Weber-Schafheitlin formula, Watson [1944, pp. 391-392] jfit)
= lima^oo 70(m, t) exists and has the value

2r-i/2+iT(y/2 + r/2 + 1/4 + it/2)

i2-n-)1i2Tiv/2 - r/2 + 3/4 - it/2)

Since 0 <r < 1, the real part in the arguments of each of the gamma functions

is positive and bounded away from zero. Thus j, it) is bounded. Moreover

7a(77, t) converges boundedly to 7„ it). Therefore we have (15) by dominated

convergence.

A similar expression for u holds. Upon dividing the latter into the former,

we have

p;(/)/p;W => it)/j;it) = </>„.„« = *(<)

where by (17)

= I>/2 + r/2 + 1/4 + it/2)Tju/2 - r/2 + 3/4 - it/2) _

r(M/2 + r/2+ 1/4 + 7V2)rV2- r/2 + 3/4 - 7*/2) '

It follows that P„ it) =<f>it)Eli it). We wish to apply Theorem 4D and begin

by observing that <j> is bounded near zero. Using (18) and a formula from

Erdelyi [1953, vol. 1, p. 47] we obtain

tit) = (tV2)<-«>/2[1 + 0(r1)](-7V2)("->/2[l + Oil'1)]

= t****-* sgn "2[l + Oir1)] as | /| -^ oo.

It follows that c/> is bounded everywhere.
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We next show that

/CO

|   dd>(t) |      <    OO .
-OO

It is easily seen that <f> has finite variation on any finite interval. It is not

hard to justify term by term differentiation in (19) and thus obtain d>'(t)

= 0(t~2) as |*|—>oo. It follows that

(21) f      | d<p(t)\  ^  f      t~2dt < oo.
J |(|>o J \t\>a

We now have (20) and thus the postulates of Theorem 4D.

We now conclude that

(22) ||£,(y)||P SS ̂ ||£,(y)||p.

Making the change in variable ey = x, we have

(23) ||£,W||p = lk"G,(e")||p = ||*-G,(*)|| = ||Gr(*)||-.,.

The same holds with p instead of v. We conclude from (22) that

(24) ||G,(x)||a,p SS A\\Gu(x)\\a,p.

Since this holds also with v and p interchanged, we are done.

Theorem 8D. (The main theorem). If fELa-p(0, oo) for 1 <p< oo and

— l/p<a<l — l/p and if <pEM(C) and if v^ —1/2, then the Hankel multi-
plier transformation Tv associated with d> exists and

(25) ||£[/]|UpSS A(a,v,p)C\\f\\a.p.

Proof. Suppose that/is a step function which vanishes outside a compact

subinterval of (0, oo). Since the set of all such functions is dense in £a'p, this

involves no loss of generality. Let g(s) be the Hankel transform of f(x) of

order v and Gi/2(x) be the Hankel transform of g(s) of order 1/2. Since fEL1

and is of bounded variation, the Hankel transform of order v of g(s) is equal

to /(x) almost everywhere.

Now/(x) is a linear combination of characteristic functions of finite inter-

vals. Let/*(x) be such a function for [a, b]. Then its Hankel transform is

g*(s) =   I   J,(xs)(xs)1,2dx.
J a

Since J,(z)z112 = Ai sin z+-42 cos z+0(z~x) as 2—>oo, it follows that g*(s)

= 0(s~l) as 5—>oo. Clearly g*(s) =0(1) as 5—»0. It follows that

I     | g*(s) | s~llp-ads g A\    I    s~1,p-ads +  I    s-1'p-a-1ds    < oo,
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since 0<l/p+a<l. Therefore we have

/.  CO

| gis) \s-llp-"ds < oo.

o

We now apply Lemma 8C to obtain

(26) ||/(*)||..*£=||Gi/i(*)||«.p-

Next let Fi/2[Gi/2(x)] and Ty[f(x)] denote the Hankel transforms of orders

1/2 and v respectively of (p(s)g(s). Since <p is bounded, <pg satisfies the hypoth-

eses of Lemma 8C and we have

(27) \\Ti„[G1,t]\\m.p^\\T.[f]\\a,p.

By Corollary 8B we also have

(28) \\Ti„[Gi„]\\a., S A(a, />)C||G1/2||«,p.

Combining the last three, we obtain (25).
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